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Sidorenko’s conjecture for higher tree decompositions
David Conlon∗ Jeong Han Kim† Choongbum Lee‡ Joonkyung Lee§
This is a companion note to [1], elaborating on a remark in that paper that the approach which
proves Sidorenko’s conjecture for strongly tree-decomposable graphs may be extended to a broader
class, comparable to that given in Szegedy’s work [5], through further iteration.
Very roughly, strongly tree-decomposable graphs are those that can be decomposed into trees
in a certain tree-like way, a decomposition that facilitates the application of the entropy methods
introduced to the study of Sidorenko’s conjecture in [4] and developed further in [2]. In this note,
we show that this idea can be iterated. For instance, graphs which can be decomposed into strongly
tree-decomposable pieces in a tree-like way also satisfy Sidorenko’s conjecture. Further iteration
then results in a broad class of graphs satisfying the conjecture.
Before getting into the definition of these higher-order strong tree decompositions, we describe
a probabilistic lemma that will enable the use of the entropy calculus. It will also help to explain
why our definition is a natural one.
Let F be a family of subsets in [k] := {1, 2, · · · , k}. Partly motivated by the notion of tree
decomposition, we define a Markov tree on [k] to be a pair (F , T ) consisting of a tree T on vertex
set F that satisfies
1.
⋃
F∈F F = [k] and
2. for A,B,C ∈ F , A ∩B ⊆ C whenever C lies on the path from A to B in T .
Let V be a finite set and, for each F ∈ F , let (Xi;F )i∈F be a random vector indexed by pairs
(i, F ) with i ∈ F , taking values on V F . We are interested in collections of random vectors where
‘local’ information is ‘globally’ extendible. More precisely, we want there to exist random variables
Y1, Y2, · · · , Yk such that, for each F ∈ F , the random vectors (Yi)i∈F and (Xi;F )i∈F are identically
distributed over V F . If such Y1, · · · , Yk exist, then (Xi;A)i∈A∩B and (Xj;B)j∈A∩B must be identically
distributed. Our main probabilistic lemma states that the converse is also true and, moreover, the
maximum entropy under such constraints can be attained.
Theorem 1 ([3]). Let (F , T ) be a Markov tree on [k] and let (Xi;F )i∈F be random vectors taking
values on a finite set V F for each F ∈ F . If (Xi;A)i∈A∩B and (Xj;B)j∈A∩B are identically distributed
whenever AB ∈ E(T ), then there exist Y1, · · · , Yk with entropy
H(Y1, · · · , Yk) =
∑
F∈F
H((Xi;F )i∈F )−
∑
AB∈E(T )
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B) (1)
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such that (Yi)i∈F and (Xi;F )i∈F are identically distributed over V F for all F ∈ F .
The following version of the Kolmogorov Extension Theorem is the key ingredient in proving
Theorem 1.
Lemma 2 (Kolmogorov extension theorem). Let (X1, X2) and (X
′
2, X3) be random vectors. If X2
and X ′2 are identically distributed, then there exists (Y1, Y2, Y3) such that Y1 and Y3 are conditionally
independent given Y2 and, for i = 1, 2, 3, Xi and Yi are identically distributed.
The conclusion of this theorem is exactly what Szegedy [5] refers to as ‘conditional independent
coupling’. Hence, what we describe in this note not only generalises the results in [1], but also
explains what can be obtained by using the abstract recursive approach in [5].
Proof of Theorem 1. We use induction on |F|. Fix a leaf L of T and let T ′ be the tree T \ L on
F ′ := F \ {L}. By rearranging indices, we may assume that L = {t, t + 1, · · · , k} for some t ≤ k
and that F ′ satisfies ∪F∈F ′F = [`] for some t ≤ ` ≤ k. By the inductive hypothesis, there is
Y = (Y1, Y2, · · · , Y`) such that YF := (Yi)i∈F and XF := (Xi;F )i∈F are identically distributed for
each F ∈ F ′ and, moreover,
H(Y) =
∑
F∈F ′
H((Xi;F )i∈F )−
∑
AB∈E(T ′)
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B). (2)
Using Lemma 2 with
X1 = (Y1, Y2, · · · , Yt−1), X2 = (Yt, Yt+1, · · · , Y`),
X ′2 = (Xt;L, Xt+1;L, · · · , X`;L), X3 = (X`+1;L, X`+2;L, · · · , Xk;L),
we see that there exists (Z1, Z2, · · · , Zk) such that (Z1, Z2, · · · , Zt−1) and (Z`+1, · · · , Zk) are condi-
tionally independent given (Zt, Zt+1, · · · , Z`), Zi and Yi are identically distributed for i = 1, 2, · · · , `,
and Zj and Xj;L are identically distributed for all t ≤ j ≤ k. By conditional independence, we
obtain
H(Z1, Z2, · · · , Zk) = H(Y) + H(XL)−H(Yt, Yt+1, · · · , Y`).
Using (2) and the fact that {t, t + 1, · · · , `} = L ∩ P , where P is the neighbour of L in T , (1)
follows.
Remark 3. We say that (F ′, T ′) is a Markov subtree if T ′ is a subtree of T induced on the vertex
set F ′ ⊆ F . One may check that a Markov subtree of a Markov tree is again a Markov tree on
the subset K ′ := ∪F∈F ′F of [k]. Thus, replacing (F , T ) by (F ′, T ′) in Theorem 1 gives that there
exists (Y ′i )i∈K′ satisfying
H((Y ′i )i∈K′) =
∑
F∈F ′
H((Xi;F )i∈F )−
∑
AB∈E(T ′)
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B)
Moreover, the inductive proof above tells us that the random vectors (Yi)i∈K′ and (Y ′i )i∈K′ are
identically distributed, that is, the marginal distribution on K ′ is preserved while extending (Y ′i )i∈K′
to Y = (Y1, Y2, · · · , Yk).
We are now ready for our recursive definition of k-strong tree decompositions. For the base
case, we define a 0-strong tree decomposition of a tree T to be (F , T ), where F = E(T ) and T is
a spanning tree of the line graph of T . For a positive integer k, a k-strong tree decomposition of
a graph H is a tree decomposition (F , T ) of H together with a family S = (FX , TX ,SX)X∈F of
(k − 1)-strong tree decompositions that satisfy the following conditions:
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1. Each (FX , TX ,SX) is a (k − 1)-strong tree decomposition of the induced subgraph H[X].
2. For each XY ∈ E(T ), H[X ∩ Y ] is an induced forest.
3. For each XY ∈ E(T ), there is an isomorphism that fixes X ∩ Y between the minimum sub-
decompositions containing X ∩Y of the (k− 1)-strong tree decompositions (FX , TX ,SX) and
(FY , TY ,SY ).
To complete this recursive definition, we must define sub-decompositions of k-strong tree de-
compositions and isomorphisms between them. Firstly, a retraction of a tree decomposition (F , T )
of a graph H is a tree decomposition (F ′, T ′) obtained by successively deleting leaves of T to obtain
T ′ and letting F ′ = V (T ′). In particular, (F ′, T ′) is a tree decomposition of the subgraph of H
induced on ∪X∈F ′X. A sub-decomposition of a 0-strong tree decomposition (F , T ) is a retraction
of (F , T ). Thus, the underlying graph of a sub-decomposition of a 0-strong tree decomposition
(F , T ) is a subtree of the underlying tree of (F , T ).
To generalise this definition for positive k, we need the following proposition, whose proof we
postpone to an appendix.
Proposition 4. Let (F , T ) be a tree decomposition of H and let U ⊆ V (H). Given u ∈ V (H),
denote by F(u) the subfamily {X ∈ F : u ∈ X} of F . If ∩u∈UF(u) = ∅, then there exists a
minimum subfamily F ′ ⊆ F such that ∪F∈F ′F contains U and F ′ induces a subtree of T .
Let (F , T ,S) be a k-strong tree decomposition of a graph H and let U ⊆ V (H). Suppose first
that ∩u∈UF(u) is empty. Then Proposition 4 implies that there exists a minimum F ′ such that
∪F∈F ′F contains U and F ′ induces a subtree in T . The minimum sub-decomposition containing U
is then defined to be (F ′, T ′,S ′), where (F ′, T ′) is a retraction of (F , T ). Otherwise, if ∩u∈UF(u)
is non-empty, every vertex subset X ∈ ∩u∈UF(u) contains U . We then define the minimum
sub-decomposition of (F , T ,S) containing U to be the minimum sub-decomposition of the (k− 1)-
strong tree decomposition (FX , TX ,SX) containing U for some X ∈ ∩u∈UF(u). In this case, F ′
may not be unique, but the isomorphism condition between (k − 1)-strong tree decompositions
implies uniqueness up to isomorphism.
To make this statement fully rigorous, we define an isomorphism between two k-strong tree de-
compositions (F1, T1,S1) of H1 and (F2, T2,S2) of H2 to be an isomorphism between the underlying
graphs H1 and H2 that induces an isomorphism between each corresponding pair of (k− 1)-strong
tree decompositions in S1 and S2. In particular, an isomorphism between two 0-strong tree decom-
positions is simply a graph isomorphism between the underlying trees. In summary, we see that
sub-decompositions and isomorphisms of k-strong tree decompositions are both recursively defined
in terms of the same notions for (k − 1)-strong tree decompositions.
We say that a graph is k-strongly tree-decomposable if it is the underlying graph of a k-strong
tree decomposition. In particular, a graph is 0-strongly tree-decomposable if and only if it is a
tree. Figure 1 gives an example of a 2-strong tree decomposition. The tree decomposition (F , T )
of H is represented by the grey boxes, in each of which the coloured trees show the 1-strong tree
decomposition of the corresponding induced subgraph. For example, the underlying graph of a
minimal sub-decomposition containing u, v, and w is the subgrid with two squares induced by the
leftmost grey box containing them or the isomorphic one next to it. On the other hand, in the
same box, the minimum sub-decomposition containing x,u, and v is the trivial tree decomposition
of the red tree induced on the three vertices with F ′ = {{x, u}, {u, v}} and the single edge tree T ′.
The main result of this note is:
Theorem 5. If H is k-strongly tree decomposable for any k ≥ 0, then H has Sidorenko’s property.
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Figure 1: An example of a 2-strong tree decomposition.
This generalises Theorem 1.2 in [1], as every strongly tree decomposable graph is 1-strongly
tree decomposable. In fact, a 1-strong tree decomposition is a slightly more general concept than
a strong tree decomposition: in the definition of strong tree decomposition in [1], H[X ∩Y ] was an
independent set whenever X and Y were adjacent vertices of F , whereas here we allow H[X ∩ Y ]
to be a forest. This technical improvement was first observed by Szegedy [5, Lemma 3.1]. We show
that it can be recovered by using the following elementary lemma due to Fox (see [2]).
Lemma 6. A bipartite graph H has Sidorenko’s property if and only if there exists a constant
cH > 0 depending only on H such that, for all graphs G with maximum degree at most
4|E(G)|
|V (G)| ,
|Hom(H,G)| ≥ cH |V (G)||V (H)|
(
2|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)|E(H)|
.
Thus, in order to prove Sidorenko’s property, it suffices to consider graphs G whose maximum
degree is close to the average degree.
Let (F , T ) be a Markov tree and let (Xi;F )i∈F be random vectors as in Theorem 1. We say that
the distribution of (Y1, · · · , Yk) given by Theorem 1 is associated with (F , T ) and (Xi;F )i∈F . Let
(F , T ,S) be a k-strong tree decomposition (F , T ,S) of H. Then the distribution on Hom(H,G)
that is k-associated with (F , T ,S) is defined recursively as follows: the 0-associated distribution is
the one constructed by the H-BRW in [1]; if k > 0, then the k-associated distribution is the one
associated with the Markov tree (F , T ) and (wi;X)i∈X , where (wi;X)i∈X is a random homomorphism
in Hom(H[X], G) whose distribution is (k − 1)-associated with (FX , TX ,SX). That is, we extend
the ‘local’ distributions on Hom(H[X], G) given by lower complexity decompositions to a ‘global’
one on Hom(H,G) using Theorem 1.
To complete this recursive definition, we must prove that the distributions on Hom(H[X], G)
and Hom(H[Y ], G), XY ∈ E(T ), that are (k − 1)-associated with (FX , TX ,SX) and (FY , TY ,SY ),
respectively, agree on the marginals on the intersection X∩Y . Knowing this will enable us to apply
Theorem 1. To facilitate our argument, we need some further definitions. Let p : Hom(H,G) →
[0, 1] be a weight function on Hom(H,G). For a subgraph H ′ of H, the H ′-projection of p is the
natural function q : Hom(H ′, G)→ [0, 1] defined by q(h′) = ∑h∈G(h′) p(h), where G(h′) is the set of
all homomorphisms from H to G that extend h′. This projection is transitive, i.e., for a subgraph
H ′′ of H ′, one may easily check that if q is the H ′-projection of p and r is the H ′′-projection of
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q, then r is the H ′′-projection of p. Let φ : V (H2) → V (H1) be an isomorphism between the two
graphs H1 and H2. Then a weight function p1 : Hom(H1, G) → [0, 1] naturally defines another
weight function p2 = p1 ◦φ : Hom(H2, G)→ [0, 1]. If two distributions p1 and p2 satisfy p2 = p1 ◦φ,
then we say that the two are preserved by the isomorphism φ.
Lemma 7. For positive integers ` and k with ` ≤ k, let (F , T ,S) and (F ′, T ′,S ′) be a k-strong
tree decomposition of H and an `-strong tree decomposition of H ′, respectively. Then the following
hold:
(i) if H ′ is a subgraph of H and (F ′, T ′,S ′) is a sub-decomposition of (F , T ,S), then the H ′-
projection of the k-associated distribution on Hom(H,G) is identical to the `-associated distribution
on Hom(H ′, G);
(ii) if (F ′, T ′,S ′) and (F , T ,S) are isomorphic, then the k-associated distributions of the two are
preserved by the isomorphism.
Proof. We use induction on k. Proposition 2.2 and Equation (2) in [1] imply (i) and (ii), respectively,
for the base case k = 0. The induction hypothesis, that (i) and (ii) hold for any (k − 1)-strong
tree decomposition (F , T ,S) of a graph H and any `-strong tree decomposition (F ′, T ′,S ′) of a
graph H ′ with ` ≤ k−1, implies that the k-associated distribution of a k-strong tree decomposition
is well-defined. Suppose now that H ′ is a subgraph of H. We claim that the H ′-projection of
the k-associated distribution p on Hom(H,G) is identical to the `-associated distribution q on
Hom(H ′, G). Suppose ` < k, i.e., there exists X ∈ F such that (F ′, T ′,S ′) is a sub-decomposition
of (FX , TX ,SX). In particular, H ′ is a subgraph of H[X]. Then, by the induction hypothesis, q is
identical to the H ′-projection of the (k − 1)-associated distribution pX of (FX , TX ,SX). Since pX
is the H[X]-projection of p, transitivity implies that q is the H ′-projection of p. Suppose now that
` = k. Then (F ′, T ′) is a retraction of (F , T ). Hence, by Remark 3, q is the H ′-projection of p. It
remains to prove (ii). Let φ be an isomorphism from (F , T ,S) to (F ′, T ′,S ′). By induction, φ gives
an isomorphism between the (k − 1)-strong tree decompositions (FX , TX ,SX) and (FY , TY ,SY )
for every X ∈ F and Y = φ(X) ∈ F ′. Thus, the two k-associated distributions of (F , T ,S)
and (F ′, T ′,S ′) are associated with the same (k − 1)-associated distributions and have isomorphic
Markov trees. Therefore, they are constructed in the same way by using Theorem 1 and hence
preserved by φ.
Suppose now that we have a k-strong tree decomposition (F , T ,S) of a graph H and XY ∈
E(T ). By definition, we know that there is an isomorphism that fixes X ∩ Y between the mini-
mum sub-decompositions containing X ∩Y of the (k− 1)-strong tree decompositions (FX , TX ,SX)
and (FY , TY ,SY ). By Lemma 7(i), the projected distribution on each of these minimum sub-
decompositions is the associated distribution. Moreover, by Lemma 7(ii), since the two sub-
decompositions are isomorphic, the distributions are preserved by this isomorphism and so agree
on X ∩ Y . Hence, this completes the definition of k-associated distribution.
Proof of Theorem 5. By Lemma 6, our goal is to prove that, for each k-strongly tree decompos-
able graph H and every graph G with maximum degree at most 4|E(G)||V (G)| , there exists a random
homomorphism Y = (Y1, Y2, · · · , Y|V (H)|) on Hom(H,G) such that
H(Y ) ≥ |E(H)| log
(
2|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)
+ |V (H)| log |V (G)|+ cH , (3)
where cH depends only on H. If this holds, then the fact that H(Y ) ≤ log |Hom(H,G)| verifies the
hypothesis of Lemma 6 and, hence, Sidorenko’s conjecture holds for H.
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We claim that for each k, every random homomorphism Y on Hom(H,G) with the k-associated
distribution of the k-strong tree decomposition (F , T ,S) ofH satisfies (3). The proof is by induction
on k. Suppose that the claim holds up to k − 1. Denote by eA the number of edges induced on
A ⊆ V (H). Theorem 1 (which may be applied because of the argument above) and the induction
hypothesis then imply that, for some constant c′H ,
H(Y1, · · · , Yk) =
∑
F∈F
H((Xi;F )i∈F )−
∑
AB∈E(T )
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B)
≥ log
(
2|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)∑
F∈F
eF + log |V (G)|
∑
F∈F
|F |+ c′H −
∑
AB∈E(T )
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B). (4)
Since H[A∩B] is always a forest, the fact that G has maximum degree at most 4|E(G)||V (G)| implies that
|Hom(H[A ∩B], G)| ≤ |V (G)||A∩B|
(
4|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)eA∩B
= 2eA∩B |V (G)||A∩B|
(
2|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)eA∩B
.
Taking logs, we obtain the upper bound
H((Xi;A)i∈A∩B) ≤ |A ∩B| log |V (G)|+ eA∩B log
(
2|E(G)|
|V (G)|2
)
+ eA∩B.
Plugging this into (4) yields the desired bound (3).
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Appendix
The following simple fact is immediate from the definition of tree decompositions.
Lemma 8. Let (F , T ) be a tree decomposition of H and let v ∈ V (H). Denote by F(v) the
subfamily {X ∈ F : v ∈ X} of F . Then F(v) always induces a subtree of T .
We also need the following folklore lemma.
Lemma 9. Let T be a tree and let T1, . . . , Tk be subtrees which pairwise intersect. Then ∩ki=1Ti is
non-empty.
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Using these, we give a proof of Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 4. By Lemma 8, F(u) = {X ∈ F : u ∈ X} induces a subtree of T . Let
U = {u1, u2, · · · , ut}. We use induction on t. For brevity, we say that F ′ is good for U if ∪F∈F ′F
contains U and F ′ induces a subtree in T . Suppose t = 2 and F(u1) and F(u2) are disjoint. Then
the vertex set of the shortest path between the two vertex-disjoint trees T [F(u1)] and T [F(u2)] is
the unique minimal good subfamily F ′ for U .
For t > 2, suppose that ∩t−1i=1F(ui) = ∅. Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a
minimum good subfamily F ′′ ⊆ F for U \ {ut}. If F ′′ intersects F(ut) then let F ′ := F ′′. This F ′
is good for U and, moreover, it is the minimum such family, since every good subfamily for U is
again good for U \ {ut}. Otherwise, if F ′′ and F(ut) are disjoint, add the vertex set of the shortest
path between F ′′ and F(ut) to F ′′. Then the new subfamily F ′ induces a tree and hence is good
for U . It is also minimal and unique, because every good subfamily F0 for U must contain F ′′ and,
therefore, the shortest path from F ′′ to F(ut).
Suppose now that ∩t−1i=1F(ui) is non-empty. Let F ′ be the vertex set of the shortest path from
∩t−1i=1F(ui) to F(ut). We claim that F ′ is the desired minimum good subfamily F ′ for U . As each
good subfamily F ′′ for U intersects every F(ui), 1 ≤ i ≤ t, Lemma 9 implies that F ′′ also intersects
both ∩t−1i=1F(ui) and F(ut). Thus, every F ′′ good for U must contain F ′. It remains to prove that
U is contained in ∪F∈F ′F , as F ′ already induces a path in T . Firstly, the end vertex of the path F ′
is in F(ut) and hence contains ut. On the other hand, since every element of ∩t−1i=1F(ui) contains
U \ {ut}, the starting vertex of F ′ contains U \ {ut}.
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